INTELLIGENT PROVIDER SCHEDULING

Schedule your site in a fraction of the time while
improving patient, scheduler, and provider satisfaction
Symphony™ software by Potentia Analytics™ simplifies scheduling using leading-edge artificial
intelligence and machine learning to create dynamic and intuitive schedules. Reduce costs
while increasing efficiency and quality of experience for both staff and patients.
MAXIMIZE PRODUCTIVITY Increase efficiency
through automation and optimization to enable
schedulers to manage more sites without sacrificing
quality. Analytical reports allow management
to quickly identify and address issues. Ensure
compliance and avoid penalties with fully integrated
business and contractual rules.

REDUCE COSTS Make offers to multiple
providers at once with the ability to customize
when offers are made and for how much. Close
open shifts quickly while reducing incentive
compensation by 50% or more. The Automated
Offers tool provides schedulers and management
complete control over the process.

TRACK TIME AND ATTENDANCE Symphony’s Virtual
Time Clock with geolocation support enables desktop
and mobile clock in/clock out, saving time and reducing
human error.

SAVE TIME Schedule physicians, nurses, and other staff
faster. Our automatic scheduling algorithm generates
hundreds of possible schedules in just minutes.

IMPROVE SATISFACTION Build closer relationships with
providers by offering them more input into their schedules.

FLEXIBLE AND SCALABLE Seamlessly scale to any
size staff, department, site, or healthcare system with
Symphony’s unified scheduling platform.
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Symphony uses Monte Carlo simulation to generate the best schedules from thousands of possibilities.
Single-Platform Scheduling
Manage provider rates, requests,
credentialing, and access to administrative
preferences and requirements from one
convenient platform.

Cloud-Based Solutions
Access Symphony from anywhere
via the cloud on mobile, tablet, or
computer, and easily sync schedules with
your personal calendar.

Credential Tracking
Automate your credential-tracking
process with on schedule alerts for
upcoming expiration. Can be integrated
with existing systems.

Approval Mechanism
Symphony allows organizations to
configure an automatic approval
mechanism for factors such as overtime,
shift swaps, and bonuses.

Provider Preferences
Providers have more input into their
schedule through an extensive list of
preferences. Symphony balances these
requests against business, contractual,
and fairness rules.

Dynamic and Customized
Analytic Reporting
Symphony’s analytic reports have a
customizable drag-and-drop design, giving
you total control over reports and the
ability to create endless configurations.

What Our Customers Are
Saying About Symphony

“I like to graphically manipulate mountains of crossover data from different schedules to
more easily see trends. It usually takes me hours to pull together different reports to get
what I want. With Symphony, I can build exactly the report I want with just a few clicks,
saving me a lot of time!”
—Director of Clinical Services
“Your customer service should be set as an industry best practice and we’ve used your
competitors. Your support team helped my provider/scheduler team set up their first
schedule and it was flawless.Thumbs up for the first run!”— Vice President of Operations

Schedule a Demo Today
Learn how Potentia Analytics can help optimize your organization.
Call: 618-505-2001, ext. 105, or email: inquiries@potentiaco.com
www.potentiaco.com
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